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The analytics team of Prism IT Corporation Company has prepared this
Whitepaper. The team members are expert in the Cloud-based
technology and handling the Big Data services for many top
organizations. With this Whitepaper, the organization will get a greater
view of how Big Data is becoming a necessity in 2019.
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Key Takeaways from this
Whitepaper
 Introduction about Big Data and how it will prove helpful for
business irrespective of their sizes
 You will also learn about the significant ways in which Big Data
Analytics is going to boost your business and help save time and
money.
 The Verdict on how to seamlessly integrate it with your business
present technological scenario by taking the expert support from
the Prism IT Company
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Introduction
Big Data is related to managing the large data sets by combining the
processes and tools concerned with utilizing it. This concept was born
out of the necessity to understand the pattern, preferences, and
trends. This was done to check how users interact with systems and
other users while using huge databases.
By using this technology, the organizations can pick valuable
customers. You can come to know about their needs and
requirements and design products accordingly. This data-driven
approach will help you to compete in the market, capture the greater
share of audiences, and innovate according to newer trends.

Watch Out for these 7 Important Ways
As Big Data is an impressive way to retrieve information from the
massive amount of stored information in your cloud-based platform, it
is doing wonders for both big and small-scale businesses. Let us now
see the significant ways in which Big Data Analytics is a necessary
inclusion in 2019

1. Tracking of the Customer Leads
Big Data is stated to complete the massive tasks in real-time by
finding the correct business patterns and preferences. A study reveals
that by the end of the year 2020, the volume of Big Data is going to
reach up to 44 trillion Gigabytes and will be setting a new record. This
is credible as cloud-based internet is flourishing on a larger platform. It
also helps in tracking your leads as the business houses can
acknowledge from which sources the leads were generated. This
further supports the companies in making business strategies so that
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they can drive their budget towards that particular resource. The leads
can originate from






E-Mail Campaigns
Company Blogs
Social Media Engagements
Online Reviews
Ads Campaign and much more

2. Collaborate with Big Data Service Providers
The Cloud-storage service providers like the Amazon Cloud Services
renders Cloud and data storage for business houses irrespective of
their size. This provides access to the end number of files that are
stored in a centralized system. The organization can collaborate with
many Big Data service providers who charge reasonable pricing,
provide software, and after-sales support services too.
This has made the company owners to operate the files by sitting
anywhere across the globe even when they are offline on their system.
For using their services, the user just needs the internet and has to pay
small subscription fees. The Shared subscriptions provided by the
service providers help you and your team to work together on the
presentations without the bandwidth issues and version control.

3. Innovative and Effective Marketing Campaigns
The foremost thing that the companies must acknowledge is to
provide products or services that engage your customers or
audiences. For this, it is important to use Big Data that aids in making
the organizations understand what kind of innovative approach to use.
The organizational owners will come to know until what time their
consumers are using a particular product.
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Moreover, to market the company’s newer or present products it is
necessary to build an effective marketing campaign. The Big Data
renders a better understanding of the consumer taste by scrolling
through the feedbacks already stored in your database. This will
support the company’s decision-making process, aids organizations to
target the potential consumers, and build the marketing strategies that
will work the best.

4. Works Greatly for the Small Business Houses
If you are a start-up or a small-sized business then Big Data Analytics
works in a wonderful and competitive way for your organization. It
helps to give an insight into the present day market situation,
customers preferences, products/services liked by them, and much
more. This perfectly suits their agility towards establishing their brand
by keeping the customer-first approach.

With the support of Big Data Analytics, the small business or startups
can keep track of the changing consumer needs and interests. This
will aid them in tweaking their marketing campaign that reaches out to
the audiences globally. The marketers can give discounted offers or
giveaways that can attract a large number of potential customers.
Although, Big Data provides everything to the business owners at one
place but it is vital to have a well-structured plan that will support you
in competing with the top-notch companies.

5. Speed and Accuracy
Big Data is not about the quantity of data it can scroll and provide
information but it is all about speed and accuracy. The speed with
which it can render timely information that is accurate and works in the
best interest of your business. It also makes the businesses
understand the present day trends and gives answers to the questions
that can worry many organizations.
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The Big Data extends support on taking the better decisions that
ultimately boost the growth of your business. You need to address
who, why, what for your team so that they can work together to give
whole-hearted support to your immediate consumers or clientele.

6. Gives Support for Risk Analysis
The company’s success does not only depend upon generating leads
or reaching out to your target audiences and making them buy your
products to gain profitability. This approach may fade away with the
changing trends. You need to be abreast with many social and
economic factors that play an important role in running your business.
Big Data directs to Predictive Analytics, that allows the organizations
to analyse and scan the newspaper reports and social media feeds.
Therefore, it keeps you ahead in this competitive era by making you
aware of the modern trends and developments in the businesses.

7. Safety of Your Data
The Big Data is mapped across the landscape of your company. This
aids the businesses to keep a check on any kind of internal threats.
The mapping will keep the sensitive information safe and protects it in
an appropriate manner. The database is stored and protected
according to your company’s regulatory needs. Therefore, many
companies are using Big Data to secure their databases. It is vital for
the industries that store the Debit/Credit Card information or deals
with storing the financial information of the customers.

Verdict
To conclude, it is important for the business houses to integrate the
Big Data Analytics with their present technology in a structured way.
The seamless integration of the Big Data will help to boost your
business and further supports business growth. You can even take the
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support from the Big Data Analytics service provider companies that
have a fully-equipped professional team as of Prism IT Company. You
can contact their advisors for more details.
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